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Section 8-The Land Tax and Tenancy 
(The Nature of Private and Public Fields) 

In the preceding section, the author referred to the problem of tenancy in 
Han times. He criticized the view, recently advocated by T. Kageyama ~!lr 
WllU and M. Kimura **1IE1.$, which regarded chi a 1& as wages ( or hired farm 
labourers) and made clear that the term should be interpreted as tenants, in 

accordance with the older view. Needless to say, the term 'tenant' only means 

a peasant who rents the field he cultivates and does not possess universality 

applicable to all historical periods. The actual form of tenancy in a given 

period or in a given society is dependent upon various historical conditions 
unique to that period or that society. T. Kageyama and M. Kimura' s view 

may have a point, if they do not negate the existence of tenancy itself, but 

merely points out that a tenant in Han times could be compared to a hired 
farm hand, because he had a low degree of independence in management and 

was very much dependent upon the landlord. 
The position of a tenant in Han times could probably be considered as 

having been similar to that of an agricultural slave. But the reason why the 
author challenged the view of the two scholars is that they tried, not to clarify 

the features of tenancy in Han times, but to deny its very existence in Han 

times. Also, the author could not help referring to the nature of tenancy in 
Han times in the course of his discussion of the land tax for no other reason 

than that T. Kageyama' s view which attempted to deny the existence of 

tenancy in Han times by interpreting chi a as hired labour was used by M. 

Kimura in supporting his argument that the land tax was a production tax. 

M. Kimura argued that if we consider the land tax as a production tax, people 

described as chia could not be considered tenants, as they usually have been, 

since they were not obligated to pay the tax. M. Kimura, therefore, went 

along with T. Kageyama in considering chia as hired labourers. 
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But as the author has already argued, in terms of conventional interpreta
tions of Han sources, it is difficult to consider chia as hired labourers. If we 

take the position of interpreting chia as tenants, we cannot deny the existence 
of tenancy in Han times. If we further contend that the tenants were not 
subject to the payment of the land tax, M. Kimura' s argument that the land 
tax was a production tax loses its ground. For these reasons, the author 
objected to M. Kimura' s view and contended that it was a rent on land. 

The author has expressed his views on the pattern of land tenure and the 
nature of the land tax in Han times in Section 4 and 5. In his view, the land 
tax in Han times was nothing but the rent on land which the commoners, the 
exclusive occupants and users of land (if they hired tenants, they were land
lords), paid to the state, the owner of land: This view, however, is not widely 
accepted. According to the accepted interpretation, private land ownership 
existed in Han times. All the fields except the public fields were called private 

fields and belonged to private persons. The land tax was levied on the owners 
of the private fields, and therefore, it was a tax on the ownership of land, not 
a rent on land. The accepted interpretation further holds that in contrast to 
the land tax that was a tax on the ownership of land, there existed chia levied 
on the public and private fields and that this chia was the rent on land. 
Hence, the difference between land tax and chia is regarded as the difference 
between land tax (i.e., the tax on the ownership of land) and rent on land. 

The accepted interpretation, as described above, seems to offer clear defini
tions of the land tax and the rent on land and to point out plainly the dif
ference between the two. But when we reflect upon the nature of land owner
ship in Han times, it seems very doubtful that there existed any private right 
of land ownership separately from the public right of land ownership. There
fore, it is difficult to define simply the land tax of this time as having the 
character of a tax on the ownership of land. This line of thinking raises a 
question about the appropriateness of considering private fields as privately
owned land and public fields as government-owned land. 

We find references to 'public and private fields' -~EB • f,lEB in Mencius' 
treatise on the well-field system #EBi~ and, going further back in time, in the 
poem of 'large fields' .7(E8 in 'Minor Odes of the Kingdom' 1M!t in the Shih
ching !H~ (the Book of Odes). The public and private fields that were 
recorded in these sources meant, respectively, the fields owned by lords and 
worked by corvee labour and the fields divided up for peasants' occupancy. 
There was no difference between the two in that both kinds of fields were 
owned by the lord. Then, when did the terms, 'private fields' and 'public 
fields', which merely denoted two different kinds of fields owned by the lord, 

change their meanings and come to mean privately-owned fields and govern
ment-owned fields? 

What comes to our mind at this juncture is the beginning of the private 
ownership of land in the Warring States period, seen in a reform policy of 
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Shang Yang ~1(tk;. But what we can learn from the famous 'opening of the 
crisscrossing footpaths between fields' ~ffm and 'privately-owned fields and 
houses' ~EB::e is not that ShangYang's reform meant the introduction of the 
private ownership of land, but that it was merely a reform on the exclusive 
occupancy of land. Not only in Ch'in ~ but in other states of the Warring 
States period, exclusive occupancy of land by commoners was gradually liberal
ized so that occupation of land unobstructed by state opposition and the sale 
and purchase of land became officially accepted practices. But this official 
acceptance cannot be technically considered official approval of the private 
ownership of land. From the Warring States to Ch'in and down to Han times, 
the right of the ownership of land rested in the hands of the state and it was 
never given to the commoners. For this reason, the terms, 'public fields' and 
'private fields' retained their original meanings and were used to refer to the 
pattern of land. tenure in Han times. That is, these names were used to refer, 
respectively, to the land which the state used and the land which the com
moners used, while both kinds of land were under the ownership of the state, 
i.e., the emperor. 

As described above, the conventional interpretation considers that 'govern
ment fields' and 'private fields' meant government-owned land and privately
owned land. But from the beginning, these terms did not specify the holder 
of the right to own land; as the traditional usage of these terms indicates, they 
referred to the holder of the right to occupy and use land. If we regard public 
fields as the land which the emperor occupied and used and private fields as 
the land which the commoners occupied and used, what did chia levied upon 
public fields mean in comparison with the land tax levied upon the private 
fields? The land tax on the private fields, as mentioned above, was the rent 
the commoners, as the occupants and users of land, paid to the emperor, the 

the owner of land. Chia on the public fields had essentially the same charac
teristic as chia levied upon private fields. 

Chia on private fields was what the occupant and user of land received 
from another person who actually used and reaped profit from cultivation. 
This person used part of his profit to pay chia. It is probably appropriate to 
take a broad meaning of chia and consider it as rental fee or tenancy fee, but 
properly speaking, it was a fee for the rental of the right to use the land. 
Chia was, therefore, entirely different from the land tax on private fields which 
the state, as the owner of land, received from the commoners, as the exclusive 
occupants and users of land. This difference is reflected in the relationship 
between land tax and chia levied on private fields that were rented out. In 
these private fields, the cultivator paid as chia about half of the crop to the 
exclusive occupant of the land and the exclusive occupant of the land paid 
the land tax equivalent to one-thirtieth of the crop to the owner of the land, 
i.e., the state. But in the case of the public fields that were rented out, there 
occurred no double taxing as in the case of the private fields, since the owner 
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and the exclusive occupant of the public fields were one and the same, eliminat
ing the need to collect the land tax. 

As discussed above, chia on the private fields was extremely high, com
pared with the land tax on them, and the difference between the two accrued 
to the exclusive occupants and users of the private fields. This discrepancy 
between chia and land tax very often leads one to regard the former as the rent 
on land and the latter as the tax on the ownership of land. But the meaning 
of the amount of the land tax cannot be dealt with by itself, but has to be 
considered in the context of the contemporary taxation system. The following 
section will examine the problem of the amount of the land tax. 

Section 9-The Amount of the Land Tax 

The land tax in Han times was set at one-fifteenth of the crop in the 
reign of Emperor Kao-tsu r@Jfftli. Later, it was increased, but after the ascension 
of Emperor Hui J!Wr, it was restored to the one-fifteenth level. Emperor Wen 
)tWf reduced the land tax by half in the second and twelfth years of his reign, 
and abolished it altogether in the thirteenth year. Emperor Ching ~,m; 
reduced the original land tax by half and fixed it at one-thirtieth of the crop 
and this remained the rate of the land tax, through Later Han 1:&~. From 
the standpoint of Confucians who upheld a one-tenth tax as ideal, the one
thirtieth tax seemed too light. 

We read in the Kung-yang Commentary 0$~ to the paragraph of 'for 
the first time a tithe was levied from the acre' tJJf3tin~ in the fifteenth year of 
the reign of Duke Hsiian "@f 0 in the Ch'un-ch'iu ;f:fj(: 

"In ancient times, why was one-tenth (of the product) presented as tribute? 
Because one-tenth was the norm of the world. If [the tribute is] more 
than one-tenth, it is the great Chieh and the small Chieh. If (the tribute 
is) less than one-tenth, it is a great Mo and a small Mo. One-tenth 
tribute was the norm of the world. With one-tenth [tribute], there arose 
voices of praise." ti"~~~1t~fff.iff. 1t-~~3(TZi:J=rIE-fu. ?P-3f1t~, *~ 
/J,~. ;;;-sJ-1t~, *~tH,~. {t~~3(Tzi:J=rIE-fu. {t~fifm~~1"F~-

Also, in Part II of Kao-tzu '15--r of the Meng-tzu ~--r (the Works of Mencius), 
Bk. VI, we read: 

"Po Kuei said, 'I want to take a twentieth of the produce only as the tax. 
What do you think of it?' Mencius said, 'Your way would be that of 
the Mo... If we wish to make the taxation lighter than the system of 
Yao and Shun, we shall just have a great Mo and a small Mo. If we 
wish to make it heavier, we shall just have the great Chieh and the small 
Chieh.'" s*s, ~wz.:=:+mD&--"'., Mtm. ~--rs. --rZ~~~-tl1. ···WCJ!!!Z~ 
~~zjg~, *~/J,~111. WZ~z~~~zjg~, *~/1'~-tg. 
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That is, from the Confucian viewpoint, any tax heavier or lighter than one
tenth of the crop was a deviation from the norm. Hsiin Yiieh l!n)t of Later 
Han commented on Emperor Wen's reduction and abolition of the land tax 
and said, "In ancient times, the tax was set at one-tenth and this was the norm 
of the world. Now the Han House levied the tax at one-hundredth. This 
must be judged as being too little." ti"~1t-mHJL ~:m7(TZtj=t.IE-ill. ~~~wt 
s ~rnHJt, PJ!\!!llf~. (~~c) There is no mistake that his words pointed out the 
extreme lightness of the Han land tax, though they were not meant to censure 
its lightness. Chung Ch'ang-t'ung 1'f:Btir-JE, who lived in the last part of Later 
Han, criticized the extreme lightness of the land tax in his time and said: 

"Since (they) did not obey ancient laws and lightened the tax, there are 
admonitory signs on one hand and calamities on the other. And in less 
than three years, the budget became out of balance. Sitting down, one 
sees soldiers eating a vegetable diet, and standing up, he gazes at the 
bodies of the starved filling up the road. How could the sovereign carry 
out this (kind of) rule? To levy the tax at the rate of one-twentieth (of 
the crop) is called Mo. What is it to tax one-thirtieth?" .:fffiti'i~, .tJl:m 
,I;ti, JJ(~, ~-Jii=fW, ~rnH1t~, *:it=:.~t:3Ut~~' ~fflfl'ilt±z~k, .ft:~Ui 
~z•~- ~zM:m~fi~&-ill. =+m~ ~zs~. ~=:.+m-~. 

In Chung Ch'ang-t'ung's opinion, 'the land tax should be levied (at the rate 
of) one-tenth (of the crop) and periodic military service and poll-tax should be 
in accordance with the old (ways).' PJ:m .. •fJUJt+~, ~M:tmli. (from the Sec
tion on Profit and Loss t~~~ in the Ch'ang-yen ~ §°, quoted in the Biography 
of Chung Ch'ang-t'ung 1'f:Rir-JE~, Hou Han-shu 1:&~«:, Bk. 79) 

In the Ch'i-tung yeh-yil ~ft[g!yffi by Chou Mi mJW of Sung, we read: 

"After the well-field system declined, taxes and levies increased day by day 
and the people hardly had a comfortable life. In my humble view, in 
ancient times, the two Hans had the lightest (tax). Not only could the 
subsequent periods not match them, but also the Three Dynasties (i.e., 
Hsia Jl, Yin~ and Chou ml) could not equal them." §#B3Zi~N£, -~ 
B ~' ~~_:fJW]l~. ~~~ifz, tf'j't~m~~JUI. jf::•11/J&fil.:f PJB<., !ii~1i;#P!r 
_:f ))t~. 

The land tax at the beginning of Han, Chou Mi went on to say, was one
fifteenth of the crop. After it was reduced to one-thirtieth of the crop in the 
second year of the reign of Emperor Ching, this rate became 'the fixed norm 
of the House of Han' •~*i'MZtU. Later, 'Emperor Wu campaigned north 
and south and made official visits east and west. Extravagance and luxury 
were unlimited and the Grand Minister of Agriculture reported shortages. 
At that time, those who spoke of profit shared scarce resources, sold their 
ranks, altered coins, levied duties upon carts and boats, taxed the six domestic 
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animals and complained about confusion. (The government) came to adopt 

the government distribution of local products, the control of salt and iron and 

the official production and sale of liquor. Everything that was of use was not 

left unused.' PJ~*~fil~t{JtJIH~5¥~J1fHl:(f,£, *'§fJ.Efti. ~~gflJ~tfrf)(~, 
:¥:tki!.fi~~JL$fdt.ll~ifE~l:E~ilitu!!tffl:t>fHti!i, fL, l=iJ PJ 16:ffl ~' ~JLT-~. But, . 'as 
far as the land tax was concerned, (they) did not dare increase it. Even towards 

the closing days of the dynasty, this intention (of not increasing the land tax) 

remained intact.' ~1f~E8f_fl, T-i&:!:liiri:• !r£:¥:$iit, J]t;¥:*ifil- (Section-Han (land) 

tax was the lightest JH.llnilil, Ch'i-tung yeh-yil, Bk. 1.) Chou Mi's intent 

was different from that of Chung Ch'ang-t'ung in that Chou praised that the 
Han land tax was the lightest among the land taxes of all the dynasties and 

that it was not increased even in times of financial difficulties. Although 

Chung Ch'ang-t'ung and Chou Mi completely differed in their opinions, they 
both acknowledged that the Han land tax was extremely low. 

Thus, there is no doubt that the one-thirtieth land tax of Han times was 

far lower than the one-tenth tax which is said to have been the Chou land tax. 
There is, however, some question as to whether or not the Han land tax was 

really so low as it seems to have been. On this question, Huang Tsung-i J€t* 
~ said in his Ming-i tai-fang-lu BJl~ffW~: 

"In ancient times, the well-field system was used to care for the people. 

And those lands belonged to the ruler. In Ch'in times and thereafter, 

the people themselves owned land. The ruler no longer cared for the 
people, and made them care for themselves. Also they were subject to 

taxes. Though the tax rate was one-thirtieth (of the crop), when com

pared to ancient ways, this could hardly be considered low." ti'~#ES:jl 

re. ~EB~~zEB~. ~•®~rem~~zEB~. ~ftz-~•re, ~re~•, x~ 
WPJitZ. !r£.=:-t®t3t-'----'", $(2~-S, ?JJ\*W:m~~- (Chapter on Land Tenure 
EBtlJ, Ming-i tai-fang-lu) 

According to Huang Tsung-i, the conditions of Chou times, when the populace 

made their living off the land granted to them by the lord under the well-field 
system, were different from those of the post-Ch'in times, when the people had 

to acquire land to make a living, since under the system of the private owner

ship of land, land was no longer granted to them by the lord. Therefore, 

Huang Tsung-i argued, although the land tax rate of Han was one-thirtieth 

of the crop, the land tax cannot be said to have been light, since it was levied 

upon private land which was not granted to the people. As Huang Tsung-i 

indicated, it seems to miss a point to hastily judge from the rate of the land 

tax alone that the Han land tax was lighter than the Chou counterpart. But 

how was the land tax affected by the presence or absence of land grant, i.e., 

whether the land belonged to the lord or to the people, to which Huang 

Tsung-i made a reference? Looking at the absence or presence of land grant, 
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Huang Tsung-i thought that in Chou times land was publicly owned and that 

in post-Ch'in periods, it was privately owned. The author has already com

mented upon the mootness of asking whether public ownership or private 

ownership prevailed. In the author's view, the presence or absence of land 

grant indicated, not whether the state or the people had the right to own land, 
but merely whether or not there were rules for the occupancy of land. That 

is, it is safe to assume that in either case the ownership of land rested in the 

state. If so, the presence or absence of land grant would not have any direct 

effect upon the levying of the land tax. In reality, the land tax was levied 

upon the holder of the right to occupy land, regardless of the presence or 

absence of the land grant system. In this sense, we can argue that, land grant 

or no land grant, there was no difference in the impact of the land tax. 
If the above line of thinking is possible, Huang Tsung-i' s argument cannot 

be accepted at face value. When we look for other observations, we find Chu 

Li *ifil of the Yiian period say the following in the Han-T'ang shih-chien ~ ~-~= 
"The Han land tax was fixed at one-fifteenth or one-thirtieth [ of the crop] .. 
There were two kinds of fu, poll tax (k'ou-fu) and commutation of mili

tary service to a tax (keng-fu). The poll tax was levied at the rate of one 

suan (120 ch'ien) per person. As for the periodic military service, the turn 

of the regularly drafted soldiers was one month and that of the frontier 
guards was three days. Those who did not perform the military servic,e 

could commute it for 2,000 ch'ien for (the service of) one month, and 
100 ch'ien for (the service Qf) one day. Wang Mang said, 'Though the 

Han land tax was light, (its) fu was heavy.' His words were not entirely 
lacking in ·foundation." ~;f..[-t:fiI&~, wt~-tfffi-•. M.ff=:, .ff PM, .ff~ 
M. r=tMAs=:-t~~~- ~-~. ~$Z~~A~, ~~z~~~B~, im~tr 
~. A~~=:-=t, a:m~s. J:#J;J~~l~W&Ul, imM~~m. ~gZ)j\~:m~M-fil,. 
(General Treatise on the Taxes of Chou, Han and T'ang Jffi~JWJ~~tJt.M,. 
Section on Land Tax, Labour Service and Tribute, A. ;f..[jjlWa.]J:, Han

T'ang shih-chien, Pt. II, Bk. 6.) 

Chu Ii quoted Wang Mang's J:# statement that the tsu of Han was light, but 

that its fu was heavy. This statement was drawn from his edict on the inaugu
ration of the 'sovereign fields' J:B3 system, recorded in the Treatise on Food 

and Money ~~~ of the Han-shu: 

" ... the Han hand lightened taxes on their fields to one thirtieth ( of the 

crop). However, there were always periodic military services which [even] 

aged and ill persons all paid." ¥~.Ef:i~f~B3;f..§., ~-tfffi1Jt.~, #tf~M, i'ffiiltf 
~/:B. 

That is, Wang Mang stated that though the Han land tax was light, the people 
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had to bear the burden of military .service :and that.even the aged and ill were 
obliged to pay them. His statement indicates that despite the lightness of the 
land tax, the Han population had to meet .the .burden of ·the labour services. 
With all the services and taxes .combined, their burden was .by no means light. 

Chu Li made the following general observations about the taxes of Chou, 
Han and T'ang dynasties: 

"Generally speaking, the ·so~called tsu of T'.ang was like the land tax (tu
.shui ~fJt) of Chou and Han. Tang',s yung )i. and t'iao • were like fu 
M of Han and chia-tsu ~fli (military service .levied on each household) of 
.Chem. The amount.of the T'ang taxes v.aried, .but, in essence, they were 
neither greater nor:smaller than (the amount of) the.land tax (tu-shui) and 
chia-tsu. .Looking at the taxes of the three dynasties, (we see that) they 
did.not differ.much from each other. But in the case of Han, the poll 
tax wasJight, while the military service was heavy. In the case of T'ang, 
yung was light, while t'iao was heavy. As for tsu, those of Han and 
T'ang were light, ~ompared with those of Chou. The tsu of Han and 
T'ang were less than ·one-tenth [of the crop]. The foundation for the 
,commoners to have crop year after year is · for them to receive land. 
Therefore, the sages established laws and made it a norm to take away 
,one-tenth (of the crop). Han and T'ang made tsu light and fu heavy; 
the tsu of Han was one-thirtieth (of the crop) and that of T'ang was two
hundredths [of the crop]. Were they not too light? On the other hand, 
ju of Han was payable in cash, and ·so was the biannual tax (liang-shui 
m;f>t) of T'ang, although yung and t'iao were to be paid in cloth and silk. 
(Because of the cash payments) the populace suffered greatly." (Han
T'ang shih-chien) *$mJ=iJri~fli, alml.Zx1Jt, ;f(fflg~)I., ai.ZJJl\ffom.fZ 
~fli~. wu~u~:mzft/ff~lUErn1t!ftzef1q1, ~?JF~!±lx~c::ft/Af. ~ffogz, ?JF~t&*§ 
~~- ~-~~~-- ffJl~ffiJ•:m. ffiJ~-ffl~~~~mJffi•ff. ~A*-~
~.a'.;z~1tim, J;)~EEI•*· to(~}\J~Uii, I&tUt-, mii~zi:p.IE. -~~lp~f_[ffjj 

mM, •m~+ffo-. ms~~- ~~~ft~. ffo•M~~, ~••~~m, ~ffo 

~m1Jt, ~fr~J;J~, ffiJEHi~'is- (-~-·~). 

According to Chu Li, the taxes and services levied by Chou, Han ;nd T'ang 
were, generally speaking, not too different from each other except for some 
variations in the amount of some of the taxes and services. As for the land 
tax, Chu Li considered too light the one-thirtieth tax of Han and two-hun
dredths tax of T'ang. On the other hand, fu of Han and yung and t'iao of 
T'ang were heavy. Because fu of Han was payable in cash and the T'ang tax 
paid in cloth and silk was changed to a cash tax after the adoption of the 
biannual tax, the people suffered greatly. Some doubt remains as to the ac
.curacy of Chu Li' s observations. But it is true that, though the Han land tax 
in itself was light, the populace had to meet the relatively heavy burden of fu, 
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to pay which they had to convert part of· their -crop into cash. (Besides the 
poll tax oM and the cash commutation of military _service ]!M mentioned by 
Chu Li, fu-of Han times included k'ou-ch'ien D~ ~nd tzu-fu •M-) 

The heavy burden the peasantry had to bear is illustrated by the words 
of the Literati in the Discourses on Salt and Iron mfflJi ·by Ruan K'uan t:a'.ll: 

" ... though the peasants are taxed but one-thirtieth, the rate is based upon 
acreage.... Add to this the poll tax and corvee duty, and the rate would 
become actually exactly one half of a man's labour. The peasants are 
forced not only to yield all of their produce, but are even often obliged 
to go into debt in order to fulfill the required .amount." EEil~-tfffiJ.;J~ · 
ia-7-tfH)t. ···imzJ.;J Dffit-t~~Z1~- $~Azf'µr::p5t~J:}J, -~~~?Jrii, EJX:1~~fm 
1ra:z. (Chapter XV:. Undeveloped Weahh *ifilffi) 

According to -the Literati, the combined burden of the land tax, the poll tax 
and the corvee duty (or the cash commutation of it) .amounted to about one 
half of the labour of a peasant. Because of this burden, the peasant often 
used up all h_is income, and if his income was not enough, he .even had to 
borrow from others. The. poll tax and the corvee duty were not exclusively 
levied on the peasants. But the .peasants, who made up the majority of the 
population, bore on their shoulders the burden of the land tax, the poH tax 
and the corvee duty. 

.Section lO~Grades of Fields 

The Han land tax was fixed at one-thirtieth of the crop. But in actually 
collecting. the tax, Han officials did not employ the cumbersome method of 
measuring the yield ofeach field every year and levying one-thirtieth of it as that 
year's land tax. They determined the average annual yield per mou iii-7- and 
levied one-thirtieth of it as the land tax. Thus, the amount of each peasant's 
land tax was .determined on the basis -of the average yield per mou and the 
size of the field he cultivated. The method of computing the land tax was 
discussed in Section 1. 

The question that arises now is whether the Han dynasty, in determining 
the average annual yield, computed it individually for each field or arrived at 
a national average of annual yield, regardless of the differing quality of the 
fields. If the latter method had been used, the land tax per mou of all the 
fields in the country would have been uniform and fixed at a certain amount, 
since the land tax was set at one-thirtieth of the nationally calculated average 
annual yield. But nowhere in Han sources do we find any reference to the 
amount of the land tax per mou. This fact contrasts sharply with the fixing 
of the land tax at four pints per mou by Ts'ao Ts'ao l!H:#E during the reign of 
Emperor Hsien ~'rf.f. It seems inconceivable, therefore, that there was in Han 
times a fixed amount of land tax per mou. The Han dynasty does not seem 
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to have established the amount of the land tax on the basis of the nationally 
uniform average annual yield. 

We can presume, then, that the other method, calculation of the average 
annual yield for individual fields, was used. The use of this method, how
ever, did not mean that the private fields of disparate shapes and sizes were 
measured one by one for their average annual yield. In the Wu-ching i-i EJgf. 
~~ by Hsu Shen ;¥f•b,~ of Later Han, which was quoted in Chia Kung-yen's, 
Jf ¾g: Sub-Commentary on the Chou-li mlITTfi±Wit., we read: 

"According to the Kung-yang [Commentary], [the land tax] was levied at 
the rate of one-tenth [of the crop], and there was no difference due to the 
distance [ of the field]. In the Han system of paying the land tax, there 
were superior, medium and inferior fields. This was the same as [the 
system described in] the Chou-li." ~0$+~;¥t, J!Jti:~~- ~tU®:fJi, EH 
~J:rtrT. WmJITTf[qJ~. 

This passage shows that each and every field was not measured for its average 
annual yield. It also indicates that the Han divided the fields into three 
grades on the basis of their quality and determined the land tax accordingly. 
It is doubtful, however, whether, as Hsii Shen contended, the Han system 
stemmed from the method of taxation described in the section of the 'Super
visor of Agricultural Work' :fJH® in the Chou-li, which reads: 

"Generally speaking, the SlJpervisor [of Agricultural Work] handles. 
[taxes on land]. Houses in the capital are not taxed. Fields and houses 
are taxed one-hyentieth [ of the produce]. Land 'within 50 li from cities' 
lLC,~ is taxed one-tenth, and land 'within 100 li from cities' Ji,~ is taxed 
three-twentieths. Land 'between 1,000 and 1,500 li from cities' 1®, land 
'between 200 and 300 li from cities' ffi, 'districts' Jf% and 'appanages' f~
are not taxed more than two-tenths. But the tax on lacquer trees is five
twentieths." JL1H-fu, ~~~fiE, ~)!!=: +mi~, lLC,~-t~, Ji,~=:-tmi~, 1rllffi 
~fG-W ~~ + =:, ut ;W;~#z fiE=: + mi E.. 

Despite .our reservation on the connection between the Han and Chou tax 
systems, it is clear that in Hsii Shen's time, i.e., during the reign of Emperor 
An ~W of Later Han, the Han dynasty used a graduated tax system similar 
to the one described in the Chou-li. The above-quoted passage in the 
Wu-ching i-i, which said that there were three different grades of land in the 
Han tax system, indicates that all the fields in the country were classified, ac
cording to quality, into superior, medium and inferior fields. From their 
average annual yield, the average annual yield per mou of these fields was. 
determined. And the land tax was set at one-thirtieth of the average annual 
yield per mou. 

When did this taxation system begin? In the Biography of Ch'in P'eng 
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*~ in the Hou Han-shu, Bk. 106, we read: 

"In the first year of Chien-ch'u !@1<JJ, he was appointed Grand Administra
tor of Shang-yang .... He encouraged the cultivation of several thousand 
ch'ing ~ of field. In the busy season, he personally surveyed (the size 
of) the fields and divided them into three categories on the basis of quality. 
He had documents made for each field and had them stored in (the offices 
of) hsiang jg5 and hsien •· Thereupon, villainous officials were con
strained and there was no room for them to deceive (the people). P'eng 
memorialized the throne and said that an edict should be issued, ordering 
that the system be adopted throughout the empire. The imperial edict 
divided the fields according to the rules established (by Ch'in P'eng) and 
commanded (the Three Adjuncts of) the Three Supporting Districts .:::.Jtt 
to hand down the order to the provinces Hl and commanderies ti~." !@1<JJjf: 
4, :i~hlJ~f;:;t~. ···~t~H%183~=f~. irt~/IU=J, fJt~~W-, %:8UB!:lm~~.:::.£, 
~ft~•, ■z••· ~~~~mm, ~m~~- ~n~~, ~~~T, ~~~~
~•m~mft•~m, ~.:::.Jtt~TfflW. 

At first sight, this passage can be interpreted to mean that Ch'in P'eng initiated 
the division of fields into superior, medium and inferior grades and that this 
system was adopted throughout the empire by an edict of Emperor Chang ~*. 
But a closer look indicates that this may not necessarily have been the case. 
The significance of Ch'in P'eng's act as Grand Administrator of Shang-yang 
Commandery was that in the spring sowing season, he personally went to the 
fields to survey them, that he assessed the quality of the fields and divided them 
into three categories, and that the details of the survey were recorded in field 
registers and one copy of which was given to hsiang and hsien each. What 
deserves special notice is that 'villainous officials were constrained and there 

. was no room for them to deceive (the people)' ; by recording the size and grade 
of fields and entrusting the field registers to hsiang, natural communal units, 
and to hsien, administrative units above hsiang, the system made it impossible 
for villainous officials to fraudulently pocket the land tax. We further notice 
in the above quotation that Ch'in P'eng memorialized the throne, saying that 
'an edict should be issued, ordering that the system be adopted throughout the 
empire', and that Emperor Chang ordered the provinces and commanderies to 
adopt the rules established by Ch'in P'eng. The 'rules' seem to have refer
red to those pertaining to the recording of the details of the survey and classi
fication of fields and to the storing of these records in hsiang and hsien. 

If this line of interpretation is justifiable, classification of fields into 
superior, medium and inferior categories had been practiced and was not 
initiated by Ch'in P'eng at this time. Classification of fields was mentioned in 
the section of the Sub-Director of the Masses 1H:~H;t of the Chou-li: 

"In the fields of superior quality, one family has seven individuals and 
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three persons per family must perform corvee duty. In the fields of 
medium quality, one family has six individuals and five persons for every 
two families must perform corvee duty. In the fields of inferior quality, 
one family has five individuals and two persons per family must perform 

corvee duty." J::f:-tll*-t:A, PJff:-1:h~*~A. $:!:-tll*hA, PJff:-1:h~.:=:*EA
T :!:fu ~E.A, 15J ff:-1:h~*.:=:A. 

According to the commentaries of Cheng Hsiian I~~ and Chia I Willi, the 
fields of superior, medium and inferior quality, mentioned in the above passage 
from the Chou-li, referred to the three grades of fields of medium quality. 
There were three grades for fields of superior quality and three grades for 
fields ~f inferior quality, making for the total of nine grades of fields. These 
nine grades of fields, the commentators further noted, were distributed to nine 
grades of families ranging from families of ten to families of two. In the 
'Royal Regulations' .:E$U of the Book of Rites W.:Hc, we read a.passage similar 
to the above quotation from· the Chou-li: 

"Fields were divided in portions of a hundred mou. With these fields, 
the peasant with the fields of the highest quality supported nine indi
viduals; the peasant with the fields of the next highest quality supported 
eight individuals; the peasant next down the scale supported seven indi
viduals and the peasant after that supported six individuals. The peasant 
with the fields of the lowest quality supported five individuals. The pay 
of the common people, who were employed in government offices, was 
regulated in harmony with these distinctions among the peasants." $Uhl 
EElsfEi)t, si;tz'.9", J:Jlxfe:}tJ., ;!ttizit/\A, ;!ttiz*-t:A, ;!ttiz*hA, Thl 
x*E.A. mxtE'B'~, ;1tff~PJ~~~-th. 

On this passage, Cheng Hsiian commented, "Peasants were granted fields. 
There were five grades of quality. Income from them was not the same". 
According to the commentary of K'ung. Ying-ta .:fL~l~, the above passage in 
the Book of Rites, like the passage in the Chou-li, stemmed from the fact that 
there were nine grades of fields and nine categories of families. And,. K'ung 
Ying-ta considered that it was focused primarily on the commoners in govern~ 
ment employ. 

If these interpretations are appropriate, the classification of fields into 
nine grades, recorded in the Chou-li and the Book of Rites, at least indicates 
that the system of dividing fields into three categories was in use in the Former 
Han period, although the nine-g.rade classification system may not reflect the 
real situation in Chou times. The author surmises that probably the Han 
writers developed the idea of the nine-grade classification system out of the 
existing three-grade classification system. 

As stated above, the division of fields into superior, medium and inferior 
grades did· not begin· with the memorial of Ch'in P'ertg, written during the 
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reign of Emperor Chang of Later Han. It seems to have been in practice· 
since the Former_ Han period. If we suppose that. the three-grade classification 
of fields had· not been used in the Former Han period and that a uniform 
estimate of yield per mou. had prevailed throughout the empire regardless of 
the quality of the fields, the amount of the land tax per mou would have been 
uniform throughout the empire. But this supposition does not go well with 
the fact that the Han did not issue any absolute figure as the amount of the 
land tax. On the other hand, if the land tax had been levied according to
the quality of soil in each locality, the determination of the land tax would 
have been too cumbersome a process to be practical. At any rate, it seems. 
certain that in the Former Han period, the three-grade classification system 
was in use. What, then, were the yields per mou from the superior, medium 
and inferior fields and the amount of. the land tax levied upon these fields?· 
We will deal with these questions in the following section. 

Section 11-Yield per Mou and the. Measurement of Mou 

What was the yield per mou in Han times? Needless to say, the yield 
differred according to the quality of the soil. Let us first make a general 
observation. 

(1) One and one-half piculs per mou. 
According to the memorial of Ch:ao Ts'o tffi' to Emperor Wen, recorded. 
in the Treatise on Food and Money of the Han-shu: "Now at the present 
time, out of farming families of five members, those who are required to, 
perform labour services are (on the __ average) a.t· least two persons, and 
those who are- able· to cultivate (are given) no more than one hundred 
mou (of land a family), the yield of which is not more than one hundred 
piculs." ~-x1i□Z~, ~mrnVr1'T~A. ~fjgtlt1f1'~sfff;l.. siirzZ-¾:1' 
~sE. 

But Hsun Yueh said in the Han-chi ~*2 "the yield of one hundred mou was, 
no more than three hundred piculs." sritzZ-¾:1'~~s:;fi. This seems- to 
have been a mistake on the part of the Han-chi. Ch'ao Ts'o memorialized 
during the reign of Emperor Wen. At that time the Han dynasty still used 
one hundred double paces as one mou, and had not yet adopted the new 
measurement of two hundred and forty double paces for one mou. Since 
Ch'ao Ts'o calculated the yield per mou according to the traditional measure
ment of mou, 'one hundred piculs' Ef:;fi seems to have been correct as the yield 
of one hundred mou of land. Since the extant Han-chi contains misprints, 
ommissions and superfluous characters, we cannot readily trust the above state
ment. 

According to Li K'uei $'t.l of the Warring States period, whose words are 
recorded in the Treatise on Food and Money of the Han-shu: 
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"Now (at that time) if a man supporting a family of five persons (including 

himself) cultivated one hundred mou of (arable) land, each year from each 

mou he would harvest one picul and a half (of grain), making (a total of) 

one hundred and fifty piculs of unhusked grain, su ~-" ~-5'~~.E.i=r, 15 

EBsritt, it-¾:Titt-Fr~, :m~sE.-tFr. 

Li K'uei's estimate of the yield per mou was greater than Ch'ao Ts'o's one 

picul per mou. On this difference, Yao Nai t,;JUm had the following comment: 

"The ancients generally used shih Fr or picul to measure the weight of 

rice. Ch'ao Ts'o used this measurement, when he said in the Treatise on 

Food and Money, 'The yield of one hundred mou is not more than one 

hundred piculs.' The ancients used hu M or bushel to measure the 

volume of grain, su. Chao Kuo ;!jj@J used this measurement, when it is 

said in the Treatise on Food and Money, 'The annual harvest of Chao 

Kuo' s tai-t'ien 1--\'.:EB (fields in which one-half of the furrows lie fallow) as 

a rule exceeded by one bushel or more for each mou that from untrenched 

fields.' Li K'uei used picul to measure the grain su and said, 'If a man 

cultivated one hundred mou of land, each year from each mou he would 

harvest one picul and half (of grain), making (a total of) one hundred and 

fifty piculs of unhusked grain, su.' One hundred and fifty piculs of un

husked grain are equivalent to the one hundred piculs Ch'ao Ts'o talked 

about. One hundred and fifty piculs of uhhusked grain, su, are equal to 

two hundred bushels, and also are equal to one hundred piculs of rice." 

(Hsi-pao-hsien pi-chi, Bk. 4) ~Aj(ffi:it*PJFrtf-fu. 1~:t~ii.~~srittz-¾:JF 

j@Js;£r~-fu.tt~~m•. ~~;!jj@J~ES-itZ-¾:#j@J&EBTitt-M~~~-fu. ** 
itirtPJFrtt~~srittit-¾:Titt-Fr~:m~sE.-tFr. 1IUPt~z sFr-fu. ir~s1r.-t 

Fr1f~ sM, j§*Fr~. C'life?Jlff*ic~12]) 

-we cannot, however, positively assert, like Yao Nai did, that shih was used to 

measure the weight of rice and hu was used to measure the volume of unhusked 

:grain. In Han times, shih and hu were both used and we cannot accept Yao 

Nai's argument at face value. Rather, we should take note of the phraseology 

,ch'ao Ts'o used when he said that (those who were required to perform labour 

services were) 'at least two persons' JF--r~A, that (those who were able to 

,cultivate were given) 'no more than one hundred mou' JFj®srit( and that (the 

)'ield of one hundred mou was) 'not more than one hundred piculs' .::fj@J13;£r. 

It seems that Ch'ao Ts'o tried to say that the yield of one hundred mou was 

·up to one hundred piculs, when he said 'not more than one hundred piculs'. 

We can understand that by using this kind of expression, Ch'ao Ts'o tried to 

make as small an estimate as possible. It seems safe to assume, therefore, that 

there was no real difference between Li K'uei's estimate and Ch'ao Ts'o's. 

(2) One chung wi per mou. 
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The Treatise on the Yellow River and Canals ~~~ of the Shih-chi 

records the opening of Cheng Kuo Canal f~ml~ during the reign of Ch'in 

Shih-huang-ti ~fr#i :m,m and says: 
"When it was finished, it was used to spread muddy, silt-laden water over 

more than forty thousand ch'ing ~ of land in the area which up until 
this time had been very brackish, bringing the yield of the land up to one 

chung per mou." ~&tffla~ltJJz1t, ~~~zf-full9.ti~- .lJ;3(-1&~~-. 

One chung equaled six bushels and four pecks. We can see that because of 

the canal the land of Ch'in became fertile. The land of Ch'in seems to have 

been measured, not by the standard of one hundred double paces for one mou, 

but by the standard of two hundred and forty double paces for one mou, which 

.seems to have been used in Ch'in since the Warring States period. The fields 

that yielded one chung of grain per mou were at that time called 'fields of one 

.chung per mou' ~-ZB3, and this appellation was a synonym of fertile land. 

In the Biography of Money-makers :fiJit1' of the Shih-chi, Bk. 129, we read of 

people who lived just as well as a marquise enfeoffed with a thousand house
holds. Among them were people who owned 'one thousand mou of fields in 

the suburbs of some famous capital or large city which produced one chung of 

grain per mou.' ;;f;mJ•~z:J;Fj,fl'flf~-=t~~•z83. 

(3) Ten piculs per mou. 
The Treatise on the Yellow River and Canals of the Shih-chi records an 

irrigation projec;t proposed by Chuang Hsiung-p'i Ji±t?~:lffl during the reign 

of Emperor Wu: 
"Chuang Hsiung-p'i said, 'The people of Lin-chin W&~ wished to dig a 

canal from the Lo 1fr River to be used to irrigate some ten thousand ch'ing 

of land east of Ch'ung-chiian ffi*· The land in this area was brackish, 
but the people believed that if it could be irrigated with water (led in 

from the Lo River), it could be made to produce ten piculs per mou.' 

The emperor therefore called up a labour force of over ten thousand men 
and set them to work digging a canal leading off from the Lo River at 

Cheng~ and extending to the foot of Mount Shang-yen lffiiffi. There, 

however, it was found that the banks of the canal kept collapsing, etc." 

Ji±~:lffl~, Wb~~-~m~~-*~---~- ~~~~~~,%~~+E.~~. 
JUf$JttiA~~' §~slm1t~lffiiffiT. ~~M-

Since this irrigation project did not succeed, it was changed to a well-canal ~ 

# (wells were dug at various points along the course to induce the water to 
flow from one well to another) and this canal was named Dragon Head Canal 

f~gf~. Though the irrigated fields did not produce the projected yield of ten 

piculs per mou, such a high level of production does ndt seem to have been 
an unrealistic expectation for some reasons. According to the Biography of 

·Chang Yii m~f-- of the Hou Han-shu, Chang Yii became Minister of Hsia-p'i 
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T26!3 in the third year of Yiian-ho jf:;fo. Since the P'u-yang-p'o n!Hi~ Reser
voir, located in the northern part of Hsii District ~Jl/lffi, was in a state·of dis
repair, he restored it and improved the area's irrigation facilities. As a result, 
more than one thousand ch'ing of fertile fields were opened for cultivation. 
The Tung-kuan Han-chi ::fJl&JHc, which was quoted in Li Hsien's *~ com
mentaTy to the Hou Han-shu, said: 

"More than one thousand ch'ing of land was brought under cultivation,. 
and more than one million bushels of grain were harvested." ~83-==ffi~,. 
1i,_fi§'M-~·. 

According to this source, there definitely was a harvest of ten piculs peT mou. 
Another example can be found in the Shan-ch'iian-shu rlr:tllfc Section of the 
Kuan-tzu g--f-, when Kuan Chung gfi:p answered a question by Duke Ruan 
*}[¾: 

"The fields of superior quality yield ten piculs per mou, the fields of 
medium quality five piculs per mou, and the fields of inferior quality 
three piculs per mou. The other fields are all considered barren. One 
hundred mou is enough for one man to cultivate." ~83-tE, FsiEE.nE, 
-EE~E. ~-~-H~83. ~-S~, -xz~lli-

Since the date of this source is not clear, the occurence of the above passage 
cannot be dated back to the time of Duke Huan of Ch'i 1f of the Spring and 
Autumn periods. According to Lo Ken-ts·e IU.IU!: who, wrote the K uan-tzu 
t'an-yuan g--f-~;1j (Investigations on the Kuan-tzu), the· use of shih as a unit 
of grain measurement began during the Warring States period and was widely 
used in the Former Han period. Consequently, he concluded that this passage 
from the Kuan-tzu was composed in the early Han. Also, this· passage describ
ing: the per-mou yield of the three kinds of fields can be·understood only in its 
temporal context, that is, of a time when one mou measured two hundred and 
forty double paces. Once again, we can thus surmise that the figures given in 
this passage from the Kuan-tzu refer to the per-mou yield of Han times. Un
fortunately, however, the matter is not so simple. Conflicting figures appear 
in the Governing the Country Section ~1s• of the Kuan-tzu: 

"(In the area) to the east of Ch'ang-shan 'fltrlr and between the Yellow 
River and the Ju & River, (they) sow the seeds early and harvest late. 
It is a place where (they) have a rich harvest of the five grains. (They) 

· sow four times and harvest five times. In an average year, (the harvest) 
is two piculs per mou. One peasant (who cultivates one hundred mou) 
produces two hundred piculs of unhusked grain, su." #rlIZJF[, yi:i]r!J:.;z_ 
oo, ~~®~~- .n~zm~~lli. ~~®.n~. ~~~~E. ~x~~~sE. 

l'..o Ken-ts·e thought that this passage was written after the reign of Emperor 
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Wen, since Huan-shan {§.rlr was called Ch'ang-shan 'mrlr after the emperor's 
death to accord· with their custom of avoiding the use· of the posthumous name 
of a deceased emperor. The yield of two piculs per mou in an average year 
would not have made the area mentioned above a fertile region, unless one 
mou consisted of one hundred double paces. Therefore, the figures in the 
Shan-ch'iian-shu Section and in the Governing the Country Section cannot be 
readily compared. Probably, the figures listed in the former section should 
be understood to refer to the three different yields of relatively fertile fields to 
the exclusion of barren fields. 

(4) Three to four piculs per mou. 
The Treatise on the Yellow River and Canals of the Shih-chi records a 
memorial of Fan Hsi ~1*, Grand Administrator of Ho-tung M:W:, to Em
peror Wen, concerning the opening of a canal: 
"If we were to dig, canals from the Fen r5t River to irrigate the region of 
P'i-shih &:.a: and parts of Fen-yinr5t~, and other canals from the Yellow 
River to irrigate P'u-pan rif~ and the rest of Fen-yin, I believe we could 
bring five thousand ch'ing of land under cultivation. At present this 
region is nothing more than a strip of uncultivated land along the Yellow 
River where the people graze their flocks, but, if it were turned into irri
gated fields, I think it could be made to yield over two million piculs of 
grain." §f:~§lr5t•&:.a:N~T, §IM.r5t~fii~T, Ji'PJ1fE.-=f~. E.-=f~-&x31 
M~~ ~~~~*~- ~•mz, Ji'PJ~•=~•E~~-

According to Fan Hsi, the estimated yield was more than four piculs yer mou. 
The irrigation project failed and this· yield could riot be realized. But the 
estimate cannot be judged to have been too excessive, for we read in the 
Chapter on Statecraft :±1iwl[ of the Huai-nan-tzu $r-rJ-r: 

"In making a living, a peasant rakes, treads and cultivates no more than 
ten mou. The total annual yield of the field of medium quality is no 
more than four piculs per mou." 5t~Zffi~fil, ~,AJ&/if:fm$Jr1'j@I-t~. * 
832~, $~z-¾:, 1'j@I~tmE. 

Four piculs per mou were a general estimate of the yield per mou of the field 
of medium quality. 

Also in the Section on Profit and Loss in the Ch'ang-yen, quoted in the 
Biography of Chung-ch'ang of the Hou Han-shu, Bk. 79, we read: 

"Now we measure the income from farming on the basis of the richness of 
soil and estimate the yield per mou as three bushels. If we take one peck 
from each bushel (as the land tax); this is not yet excessive." ~jlJUE'ltiZ 
$, H~ffiZA, 45'~-¾:~Af, Af!&~R.f, *ffi!&~. 
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Chung Ch'ang-t'ung estimated that the yield per mou was three piculs. Ap
plying the one-tenth tax rate, the government would take one peck out of 
every picul, that is, three pecks per mou, which amount Chung Ch'ang-t'ung 
did not consider too excessive. Chung Ch'ang-t'ung used the word 'richness' 
El:tim of soil, giving the impression that he focused on fertile fields in discussing 
the yield and the tax amount. But probably, fei-jao El3im was a misprint for 
fei-ch'iao El3~1 or El3~; his point seems to have been that the average of yields 
from fertile and lean fields was three piculs per niou. This figure corresponds 
dosely to the figure given in the Huai-nan-tzu, which said that the yield from 
the fields of medium quality was 'no more than four piculs per mou' 7F~~!2Y;:fi. 
That the average yield from one mou, measured as two hundred and forty 
double paces, was three to four piculs agrees perfectly with the yield of one to 
one and one-half piculs from one mou of one hundred double paces. 

Some scholars held that the revision of the mou measurement occurred in 
Ch'in times and others contended that it happened in Han times. As for the 
former view, the T'ung-tien lfflffe!, Bk. 174 (Chapter on Provinces and Com
manderies 1-Mtt~) has the following comment: 

"In the Chou system, one hundred double paces comprised one mou and 
one hundred mou were given to each man. When Lord Shang Yang 
came to assist (in the governing of) Ch'in, he thought that one man's 
strength was more than enough for his plot and all the land was not used 
fully. Thereupon, he revised the system and made two hundred forty 
double paces equal to one mou and gave one hundred (new) mou to each 

man." ~mJ#fU, ffes~~' ~sm~~x. ~~fz'c*, tJ ~x:fiti, :f:fu5fU7F~. ~ 
~~~, =~12Y+ffe~~ ~~M~x~-

As for the latter view, in the Chapter on Undeveloped Wealth of the ,Salt and 
Iron Discourses, the Secretary 1f€11.5t'.. argued: 

"In ancient times, one hundred double paces formed one mou. The 
people farmed the fields in accordance with the well-field system. One
tenth of the crop was devoted to mutual support. The principle was that 
it was the duty of the subjects to put public interest first and private 
interests second. The late Emperor, taking pity upon the hardships and 
sufferings of the multitude and their insufficiency in food and clothing, 
promulgated new regulations whereby two hundred and forty double paces 
of field constituted one mou, and the tax was levied at the rate of one
thirtieth. It is only natural that idle people, refusing to work strenuously 
on their farms, bring hunger and cold upon their own heads." ~*lUEB 
sffe~~ ~#EBffi~, *ffiff~. fi~0ffi~B, ~§28~. ~ffi~~NttZ 
~E~*7Fk, #fUEB=sl2Y+ffeffi~~, $~+ffim~. ~~7F~E8ff~~AB~ 
~:@.~. 
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Also, in connection with the plow cultivation in the tai-t'ien 1--tEEI system, we 

find the following comment in the Treatise on Food and Money of the Han

shu: 

"Generally, every twelve fu :k were cultivated (as a unit of the Han land 

system, which consisted of) a ching # plus a wu !£. So the size (of the 

unit) was five ch'ing ~- And (for its cultivation) a double-share-plow> 

two oxen and three men were used." $-r-=:;k~ES~#~J£, ty]~.1i~- ffi 

l~~-=:4~A. 

Commenting on this passage, Teng Chan WM of Wei said: 

"Nine fu comprised one ching and three fu one wu. One fu was one 

hundred mou and in ancient times it corresponded to twelve ch'ing. In 

ancient times two hundred and forty double paces formed one mou. One 

thousand and two hundred mou of ancient times correspond to today's 

five ch'ing." :f1x~#, ~:k~!£. xsiEtZ~tr-t--=:~. tfsffe~iEt(, ~~-=:s 
12]--f-ffe ~ iEt(. tr T°-=: s iEt(, J!IH~~ 1i ~. 

It seems that the measurement of one mou as two hundred and forty double 

paces had originated before Han times, but that it was during Han times that 

the new measurement became an established standard in the levying of the 

land tax. The above passage in the Salt and Iron Discourses indicates this. 

Then, when was the new measurement officially adopted? The answer hinges. 

on the identity of the 'late Emperor' %'ff.I mentioned in the Salt and Iron Dis

courses. The standard interpretation by Japanese scholars is that the late 

Emperor referred to Emperor Wu who just preceded Emperor Chao BB'ff.I 
during whose reign the Salt and Iron Discourses occurred. Shigeshi Kato :1:mii 
~, Torao Yoshida ef EElfltftl and Kiyoyoshi Utsunomiya '=¥1B'§Mef are among 

the exponents of this view. 
Shigekuni Hamaguchi i:lP:m~, however, raised some doubt about the 

adoption of the new measurement as an official policy of the dynasty. In his 

article entitled Notes on Problems of Ancient Society in Chinese History i:pffl 
5QJ::O)tf1i:1±~Fr:i~m ❖:~!J-t 0J't., Research Report of the Department of Liberal 

Arts, Yamanashi University rlr~*'~~~~'&~nlf~¥~~, No. 4, 1953, he made the 

following observation: "The revision of one mou from one hundred double 

paces to two hundred and forty double paces along with the adjustment of the 

commoners' fields to the new ~tandard would have been a very significant change 

both for the national finance and for the economic livelihood of the people. Such 

a change would have been likely to be recorded in the Annals and the Treatise 

on Food and Money of the Han-shu. But it was not. This is the first problem. 

The second problem is the incongruity of establishing Confucianism as the state 

ideology during the reign of Emperor Wu on one hand, and of adopting the 

new measurement of two hundred and forty double paces per mou which is 
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sometimes associated with the state of Ch'in in place of the. older measurement 
of one hundred double paces per mou." For these questions, S. Hamaguchi 
offered his answers: "A land survey during the reign of Emperor Wu, using 
the contemporary standard, probably revealed that one mou generally measured 
two handred and forty double paces. Thereupo°', Emperor Wu issued an 
edict, boasting-of his virtuous rule; 'In ancient times, one mou was one hundred 
double paces. The present dynasty, however, adopted the standard of two 
hundred and forty double paces as one mou. Therefore, the lightness of the 
present land tax cannot bear comparison with that of the taxes of the ancient 
times.' The writer would like to presl;lme that before and after the reign of 
Emperor Wu, there was no change in the size of land holdings of commoners." 

It is still debatable whether or not the revision of the mou II1easurement 
recorded in the Chapter on Undeveloped Wealth of the Salt and Iron Discourses 
was, as S .. Hamaguchi maintained, a nominal one. However, we can conjec
ture that the revision did not mean the enlargement of the physical size of the 
mou, but that it only established the size of the mou as a taxing unit at two 
hundred and forty double paces. This kind of change indicates that the use 
of two hundred and forty double paces as one mou was widespread at that 
time. 

Motonosuke Amano 5Rmf5I:Z.§11 contended that the revision from one 
hundred double paces to two hundred and forty double paces was closely linked 
to agricultural technology, i.-e., the development of ox-drawn plowing. He 
accepted the view that the Ch'in mou, measuring two · hundred and forty 
double paces, appeared in connection with the Ch'in policy of encouraging 
agriculture. This Ch'in mou prevailed in the area inside the Pass during Han 

· times. In conjunction with the widespread use ·of ox-drawn plowing, the 'late 
Emperor' made the two-hundred-forty-double-pace mou official. Further M. 
Amano said: "This new measurement of the mou was applied whenever 
barren or fallow fields were brought into cultivation and became subject to 
taxation. The fields already in cultivation were probably measured according 
to the old standard. Otherwise, a reduction in the land tax revenue would 
have resulted, causing adverse effect on national finance.'' (Mou Measurement 
in China q=i~iitzi#U~, Toa Keizai Kenkyu JR~~~UJfJG, New Series, Vol. 3, 
1958) 

Both S. Hamaguchi and M. Amano argued that it would have been un
desirable to revise the size of the mou from one hundred double paces to two 
hundred and forty double paces, since such a revision would have had a grave 
impact on the tax revenue. That is, because of this revision, a field of one 
hundred double paces ceased to be one mou and became I/ 2. 4 of one new 
mou. This field now contributed, they maintained, 1/2.4 of the land tax it 
had contributed under the old measurement would have suffered a decline in 
the land tax revenue. In reality, however, this was not the case. After the 
revision, a field of one hundred double paces comprised 1/2.4 of the field of 
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two hundred and forty double paces. The land tax was now levied at the rate 
of ·one-thirtieth of the crop on the field of two hundred and forty double paces 
and 1 / 2 A of the land tax was equal to the tax that. was levied on the field of 
one hundred double paces. 

The Secretary, in the Chapter on Undeveloped Wealth of the Salt and 
Iron Discourses, said, as quoted above: 

"The late Emperor, taking. pity upon the hardships and sufferings of the 
multitude and their insufficiency in food and clothing, promulgated new 
regulations whereby two hundred and forty paces of.field constituted one 
mou and the tax was levied generally at the rate of one-thirtieth." Jc;,m 
~-sttz~~~*~~, ~rn-=::s~+ffew-~ $3+wm-. 

The Secretary spoke as though thefixing of one mou as two hundred and forty 
double paces was a measure to lighten the people's burden. On this point, 
T. Yoshida had the following remark: "(The passage in the Salt and Iron 
Discourses has it that) Emperor Wu, pitying the hardships of the people, made 
-two hundred and forty double paces one rnou. But if the government -was to 
collect one-thirtieth of the crop every year, there would be no reduction in the 
amount of the land tax, even though one mou was expanded from one hundred 
double paces-to two hundred and forty double paces. It seems that in order 
to lighten the people's tax burden, Emperor Wu enlarged the size of the mou, \ 
while. retaining the amount of the land tax per mou, fixed at the rate of one
thirtieth of the predetermined average annual yield." ("Land Tax" in A 
Study on the Taxes of Former and Later Han mJH.E!JJtO)u;fJ'c 1ffifJU) T. 
-Yoshida argued that the amount of the land tax per mou, established when 
one mou measured one hundred double paces, was retained after the size of 
the mou was enlarged to two hundred and forty double paces. If this had been 
the case, old one mou would have formed 1/2.4 of the new mou and would 
have been taxed only I /2.4 of the land tax. This change would have resulted 
in a significant tax reduction. 

If this had been the case, however, the one-thirtieth tax rate, set down by 
Emperor Ching, would have been reduced down to one-seventy-second after 
Emperor Wu's revision of the size of the mou. The reduced tax rate, then, 
,contradicts the passage in the Salt and Iron Discourses: "(the late Emperor) 
promulgated new regulations whereby two hundred and forty double paces of 
field constituted one mou and the tax was levied generally at the rate of one
thirtieth." lUW-=::s~+ffeW-i:rt<., $3+WfJt-. Also it is doubtful if such a 
large reduction in the land tax would have been financially feasible. 

Some scholars, whose opinions have been outlined above, considered the 
'.'late Emperor' as Emperor Wu and offered various interpretations of the revi
sion of the mou measurement, contending that it took place during the reign 
of Emperor Wu. But no one paid close attention to the passage: "the tax 
was levied generally at the rate of one-thirtieth." 
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A few years ago, Tokuo Ito 1~]i1!it~ published an article entitled "The 

Meaning of the Adoption of Two Hundred and Forty Double Paces as One_ 

Mou" =:sll9-t~~~#fU11tJifiO)~wt, Bunka Kiyo J<:1~*'2~, No. 4, 1959, Depart

ment of Liberal Arts, Tohoku University. The gist of his article is given 

below. 

(1) He took up the question of the year of establishing the one-thirtieth 

tax and maintained that in the first year of the reign of Emperor Ching 

the rate of the land tax (one-fifteenth) was reduced by half as a temporary 

measure and that in the second year the rate was officially set at one

thirtieth. 
(2) Next, he discussed who the most likely candidate was for the 'late 

Emperor' in the context of the promulgation of the one-thirtieth tax. He 

concluded that the 'late Emperor' could not but be Emperor Ching and 

that during the second year of his reign both the mou measurement and 

the tax rate were revised. 

(3) Further, he explored the question of the condition that would have 

served both the end of reducing the tax burden and of securing a land tax 

revenue of comparable size with that of the reign of Emperor Wen. In 

establishing this condition, he surmised that the newly cultivated fields, 

measured at the rate of two hundred and forty double paces per mou, 

were subject to the same amount of the land tax as older fields measured 

at the rate of one hundred double paces per mou. After the revision of 

the mou measurement, however, the fields of two hundred and forty 

double paces were assessed an average yield which was 2.4 times that of 

the fields of one hundred double paces. This meant that, although the 

land tax rate was reduced by one-half to one-thirtieth, the tax per mou 

of the new fields increased by an amount equivalent to one-thirtieth of 

the average yield of four-tenths of one mou of hundred double paces. 

On the other hand, the fields of one hundred double paces were now sub

ject to one-half of the land tax, since the assessment of the average yield 

did not change and the tax rate went down by fifty percents. T. Ito 

then calculated the proportion of the old and new fields that would have 

been necessary to obtain a balance between the fifty-percent reduction of 

the land ta,x from the fields of one hundred double paces and the increased 

revenue from the fields of two hundred and forty double paces. He con

cluded that the necessary ratio between one-hundred-double-pace fields 

and two-hundred-and-forty-double-pace fields was l to 2.5 in terms of the 

number of mou and I to 6 in terms of acreage. 

( 4) He then estimated the rate of increase of new fields on the basis of 

the population increase between the beginning of Han and the reigns of 

Emperors Wen and Ching. He figured that the ratio of old and new 

fields was at least l to 3 in terms of acreage. Therefore, the land tax 
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revenue after the re:v:ision of the mou measurement and of the land tax 
amounted to about ninety percents of the total land tax revenue of 
.Emperor Wen's time. 
(5) He concluded tha:t the purpose of Emperor Ching'srevision -was two
fold; first, to equalize the land tax .by unifying the size .of the mou at two 
hundred and forty double paces, and, secondly, to alleviate by a fifty
percent reduction of the land tax the sufferings of small· peasant families. 
each of which, as a rule, contained five members and cultivated one 
hundred mou under the old one-hundred-double-pace-per-mou system. T. 
Ito maintained that though the tax on the cultivators of the new fields. 
increased slightly, they could have absorbed the increased tax burden, 
since many of them were well-off. As for the political background to• 
these revisions, T. Ito pointed to Emperor Ching' s efforts at greater cen
tralization of political power. 

T. Ito presented an original idea, unfolded a closely argued case and arrived 
at an incisive conclusion. The author deeply respects his research ability. 
But so far as the author examined, of twenty-eight occasions when the word 
'late Emperor' was used in the Salt and Iron Discourses, all, excepting the one 
in the Chapter on Undeveloped Wealth that was the focus of discussions out
lined above, referred to Emperor Wu. It seems unre_asonable to consider that 
only this one referred to Emperor Ching. 

The words of the Secretary which T. Ito quoted came up in the third 
section of the Chapter on Undeveloped Wealth. When we read the Secretary's 
comments in the first section and the Literati' s reply in the second, it becomes. 
quite evident who the late Emperor was. That is, in the first section the 
Secretary praised the deeds of Emperor Wu. The Emperor conquered the 
hundred tribes of the South and drove away the Western and Northern Bar
barians. He expanded the national boundary, brought the products of distant 
places to China and enriched the livelihood of the people. Responding in the 
second section to the Secretary's comment, the Literati questioned the merits 
of territorial expansion. When Emperor Yu ~.:E governed the country, they 
said, he did so well that the produce from the country enriched the people 
and there was no necessity to rely upon the lands of the Barbarians and the 
products of distant countries. During the reigns of Emperors Wen and Ching 
and in the early part of Emperor Wu's reign, that is, prior to Emperor Wu's 
expeditions against the Barbarians of the North and South, labour conscrip
tions and taxes were reduced and the people were rich and satisfied. But,. 
later, because of many military expeditions by Emperor Wu, the six domestic 
animals were raised at home, the five grains were not cultivated on the field 
and the people had not even enough husks and chaff to go around. Because 
of these hardships, the Literati argued even at the present time under Emperor 
Chao BN'rf.i, we often see clearly demarcated but uncultivated fields in the pro-
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vinces and commanderies and unoccupied houses in cities. Then, in the third 
.section, the Secretary, dodging the thrust of the Literati's argument, talked 
about domestic politics. Compared with the ancient system of well-fields and 
-one-tenth tax, he argued, the promulgations by the 'late Emperor' on the land 
measurement and the land tax were more benevolent. If there still were 
people who suffered from hunger, the Secretary stressed, that is because they 
were idle and did not work hard on their fields. 

Judging from the course of the debate, there can be no doubt that the 
"late Emperor' mentioned in the Chapter on Undeveloped Wealth of the Salt 
and Iron Discourses was Emperor Wu. If it was Emperor Ching, the Secre
tary's comments would not make any sense. When the Secretary compared 
the past with the present and mentioned the 'late Emperor', i.e., Emperor Wu, 
he did not mean to say that the 'late Emperor' carried out reforms of land 
measurement and of the land tax, but merely to point out that during the 
reign of the 'late Emperor', out of pity of the peasantry, the government had 
these policies in force. The same intent was apparent, when he compared 
the acts of the 'late Emperor' with the well-field system and the one-tenth tax 
of ancient times, and said: "In ancient times, one hundred double paces 
formed one mou. The people farmed the fields in accordance with the (well
field) system. One-tenth of the crop was devoted to mutual support." ""i!:i'.:tff:ffU 
H!s-jffi~iiR, 1¥:#ffiim~, {trmfff~. The passage, 'the late Emperor, taking pity 
upon the hardships and the sufferings of the multitude and their insufficiency 
in food and clothings .. .' **~'l~sttz~~r5:t{-:@t::f,@ was intended to mean a 
rhetorical way of stressing that the land measurement and the land tax under 
Emperor Wu were far more benevolent measures than the well-field system and 
the one-tenth tax which enjoyed the reputation of being the sacred institutions 
-of the ancient times. The Secretary took the trouble of pointing out that one 
mou during the reign of the 'late Emperor' measured two hundred and forty 
double paces, because he was contrasting it with the mou of one hundred 
double paces which constituted one hundred mou of fields alloted to peasants 
under the well-field system. But such a contrast was nonsensical and was a 
kind of sophistry. The real difference lay in the presence or absence of the 
land grant system. The Secretary consciously avoided this point and merely 
dwelt upon the different sizes of the mou. It was a credit to the remarkable 
pen of Ruan K'uan, the author of the Salt and Iron Discourses that he made 
the account of the debate lively and entertaining by skillfully illustrating the 
tactics the debaters used. 

As discussed above, the late Emperor, of whom the Secretary spoke, clearly 
referred to Emperor Wu. Yet, it seems that the Secretary did not actually 
.stipulate that it was Emperor Wu who instituted a revision of both the land 
measurement unit and the land tax rate. Rather his words only indicated 
that under Emperor Wu these measures were in effect. The one-thirtieth tax 
had been, as previously noted, set down during the reign of Emperor Ching 
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and continued unchanged under Emperor Wu. Also it is not clear during 
whose reign, that of Emperor Wu or an earlier Han emperor, the government 
fixed the unit of one mou at two hundred and forty double paces for tax 
purposes. Also, the passage in the Treatise on Food and Money of the Han
shu, stating that one mou contains two hundred and forty double paces for 
fields where the furrows lay fallow, merely recorded, like the passage in the 
Salt and Iron Discourses, that this unit of land measurement was in effect 
during the reign of Emperor Wu. It does not give us any indication as to 
when the new measurement of the mou began. 


